
Long Bio

Michael Lints has over 20 years of experience helping innovative businesses obtain the
resources, insights, and expertise they need to be successful. Michael has been a startup
operator, investor, and mentor and is currently a Partner at the Singapore-based venture
capital firm Golden Gate Ventures. He joined the firm in 2013 and focuses his time
predominantly on institutional fundraising. Michael has helped support firm and portfolio-level
priorities that have spanned fundraising, capital allocation, and corporate development.

Michael’s entrepreneurial journey began in 2000 when he co-founded an IT-managed
services startup in Europe that was acquired by a large data and telecom company six years
later. In 2007, Michael founded a venture fund focused on Dutch small- and medium-sized
enterprises to help them with capital financing, business development, and strategy. During
the same period, he was invited to join the Economic Development Board Rotterdam as Vice
Chairman. In that role, he launched the Young Economic Development Board, where he
brought together a highly influential Dutch network to develop a sustainable framework for
public-private relationships that increased local business investment while leveraging the
public infrastructure.

Outside of work, sport is an essential part of Michael’s life. He is a former member of the
Dutch karate team and actively participates in Ironman 70.3 races and marathons. He is also
passionate about social justice and leverages his network to raise awareness for important
issues such as civil rights, economic opportunity, and education. Michael is an active writer
and a co-director of an award-winning social impact documentary called Broken Chains.

100 word short bio

Michael Lints has 20+ years of experience as a startup operator and investor. He is currently
a partner at the Singapore-based VC Golden Gate Ventures. As a partner, he focuses on
institutional fundraising. Michael supports the firm on portfolio-level priorities e.g., fundraising
and capital allocation.

In 2000 Michael co-founded an IT-managed services startup in Europe that was acquired in
2006. He joined the Economic Development Board Rotterdam as Vice Chairman in 2007. In
that role, he launched the Young Economic Development Board,

Michael is an active writer and a co-director of an award-winning social impact documentary
called Broken Chains.
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